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My One-Woman Bucket Drum Band
By Michelle Nijhuis on October 9, 2013 | Leave a response

Almost every morning of my freelance career, I’ve imagined myself leading a donkey train
alone through the desert. “Time to head into the dunes,” I’ll say to my husband as I climb
the stairs, double-strength black tea in hand.

Unlike most of my mental metaphors, I know where my donkey train came from. In the
deliciously verbose novel Mating by Norman Rush, which I read just before I left my staff job
in 2001, the heroine pursues her true love across the Kalahari, accompanied only by a
couple of very patient donkeys. She says:

Anyone who thinks crossing the Kalahari by yourself is boring is deluded. It’s
like being self-employed in a marginal enterprise: there’s always something you
should be doing if your little business is going to survive. For example, you
should always be lashing a stick around ahead of you through the thicker grass
to warn snakes to get back … Then you have to be careful not to walk directly
under the tree limbs without looking keenly to see if there are mambas or
boomslangs aloft. You also have to keep resetting your level of vigilance,
because your forearm muscles, the extensors in particular, begin to burn, the
lashing motion being one you’re totally unaccustomed to.

The phrase “self-employed in a marginal enterprise” stuck with me, I suppose. And while I’ve
had a lot of fun and seen some incredible things during my own decade-plus trudge across
the Kalahari, a snake-beleaguered donkey train often seems like an all-too-apt metaphor for
freelancing.

I’ve decided, though, that it’s time for a change.

My metaphor might be partly tongue-in-cheek, but we writers know that metaphors make
an impression, and mine is making me hot, footsore, and cranky. It doesn’t capture the things
that keep me in the business: the amazing variety of ideas on my desk — pow! — the
adrenaline rush of a research trip — boom! — the joy of a story well told — bam! — and,
perhaps best of all, the unpredictable and powerful connections with readers — crash! Ideas
fizzle, pitches fail, interviews dead-end and checks and luggage get delayed, but there’s
always another beat, and it’s that rhythm I listen for every morning.

So meet my new metaphor. Next time you see me in the street, dance along … and then toss
me some change, will ya?
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